ARCHITECTURAL
WRAPPING FILM
Create, renovate or transform your
walls and furniture. Why replace
when you can wrap with Cover Styl’.

COVER STYL’ DISTRIBUTION PARTNER

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Cover Styl’ stretchable architectural film is a printed film
with adhesive consisting of 3 layers.
1. Embossed & printed film layer (vinyl-chloride plastic)
2. Simplified adhesive (acrylic)
3. Release paper
The diagram is a representative structure of Cover Styl’
films. The actual structures and materials may be
slightly different for each series.

EASY TO INSTALL WITH AIR RELEASE ADHESIVE
Cover Styl’ is applied using an Acryil type adhesive, which has an adhesive surface with grid grooves for
air-release between the film and the substrate. The air is released along these grooves, enabling the film
to be quickly and easily affixed to large or complex surfaces.
This provides a higher quality finish.Facilitates the release of air when the film is affixed, enabling easy
application to large or complex surfaces.
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INTRODUCTION
Cover Styl’ is a range of indoor Architectural
wrapping films designed to realistically recreate
the look of natural more expensive construction materials, like for example marble, wood or
metals. Instead of replacing furniture or repainting
surfaces, why not upgrade the look of your décor
with unique, quality finishes. A Cover Styl’ refurb
is cost effective and there is no major construction
disruptions and messy installations.
This architectural film can be heat formed and
used on a variety of surfaces and is supplied in
nine different ranges, consisting of different styles,
textures, thicknesses and adhesives types. The
Cover Styl’ adhesive solution provides excellent
tack, with bubble-free rendering and resistance
to heat and humidity.

Cover Styl’ films also has hard wearing and
durable finishes with a 10-year guarantee
against delamination, crackling, yellowing and
other changes in appearance.
Depending on the manufacturing process,
some films are Calendered, Polymeric and
some are Cast films, with a 3 – 5 layer process
depending on the texture, most of which are
thermoformable.
Thickness ranges from 200 – 350 micron.
Cover Styl’ is a self-adhesive vinyl and has air
release technology to speed up application.
There is also a grid pattern and meterage printed
on the back of the liner to make on site measuring
and cutting easier and quicker.

DELIVERY PROGRAMME DETAILS
Standard stock rolls are 50m x 1220mm and will be sold in 5m
increments from Maizey Plastics branches and via our Online Store.
There are 470 Plus references available in 9 main categories, namely:
Solid colours, Wood, Marble, Natural Stone, Fabric, Leather, Glitter,
Soft Touch and Metallic.
It is important to note the difference between the red and green
references. In the Cover Styl’ catalogue you will see a green tick
or a red clock
.
•
•

•

For Green References NOT in stock, the minimum order quantity is
10m and delivery time ranges from 7 – 12 days.
For Red references the minimum order quantity is one roll and
delivery ranges from 4 – 5 weeks. Delivery time can be expedited to
2 – 3 weeks with an additional fee will apply. In some cases, there
are Red references in stock, so please enquire, you may be in luck.
Custom colours can be ordered – minimum qty 30 rolls.

WHERE TO USE COVER STYL’
Suitable for application onto walls, ceilings, furniture, doors, elevators, cupboards, counters, etc.
Hotels and Guest Houses, Retail Environments, Banking Institutions, Corporate Offices, Hospitals,
Transport Interiors, Leisure and Boating, Residential Homes, Exhibitions, Property Developers,
Kitchen Manufacturers and many more...

RECOMMENDED
SUBSTRATES
Plaster Board
Melamine
Formica
Rhinolite
Painted Walls
Glass
Metals
Plastics
Raw Wood
Ceiling Board
Aluminium
Granite
Tiles
Smooth Concrete

BEFORE

Textured

Certied

SUBSTRATE TYPES
NOT RECOMMENDED
Brick Walls
Raw Fibreglass
Existing Wallpaper
Damaged Chipboard
Vehicles
Fabrics
Wet Paint
Cracked Walls
Rough Tiles
Fast
Quality
Damp Areas
Damaged Tiles
Rough Plaster
Rust
Customizable
Style
Textured Paints

AFTER

Textured

Fast

Quality

Stretchable

Easy

R

ZA

Stretchable

Certied

Customizable

Style

Cost Efcient

Easy

Warranty

Wide-Range

Non-Stop

R

ZA

Cost Efcient

BEFORE

Hygienic

Limitless

Soothing

AFTER

Fire rated

Hygienic

JOIN OUR TRAINING PROGRAMME AND GET CERTIFIED

Join our network of certified installers and qualify for preferential
installer pricing through the Maizey Plastics distribution channel.
Benefits include latest industry news, access to marketing material
and the Cover Styl South Africa Innovation Centre in Johannesburg.
Enquiries can be directed to architectural@maizey.co.za

QUICK APPLICATION TIPS
When wrapping hard surfaces like melamine
kitchen cupboards and doors, we recommend
using a solvent based adhesion promoter for the
edges and a water-based primer for the large
surfaces, like raw Supawood or Rhinolite.
It is advisable to perform an adhesion test first.
Test kits are available from Maizey Plastics.
(Acceptable adhesion is 300 grams per square
inch for your test strip)
Give flat surfaces a light sand and then fill any
scratches, gouges or holes. This can be done
with any wood filler or automotive body filler. In the
event that there is no edging and the chipboard is
damaged, body filler works very well.
The surface would then need to be wiped down
with an ISO Propyl alcohol mix (70% ISO and 30%
water) and primed before starting with application
of the film.
When preparing plastered walls, a solvent based
primer should be used, NOT a water-based
primer. The same goes for dry walling.
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It is still advisable to do an adhesion test first and
then apply our recommended adhesion promoters
on top of this.
Cover Styl’ has a hard wearing and durable finish
with 10 year guarantee against delamination,
crackling, yellowing and other changes in
appearance. An installation warranty will only be
supported for certified Cover Styl’ installers.

Wood
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Stone

Marble

Fabric

Leather

Glitter

Soft Touch

Metallic

Solid Colours

PRODUCT RANGES

STUNNING FINISHES
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